In this paper, we propose a framework that can be used for detecting relevant changes in highly dynamic scenes, where the background has several changing elements. To establish a clear distinction between what is relevant and what is not is a very challenging task. Therefore, we first categorize the changes into two main classes called ordinary changes and relevant changes. Detected changes are considered as irrelevant if they are recurrent elements and changes pertaining on the dynamic background of the scene. The proposed framework makes use of a set of orthogonal linear transforms to capture spatiotemporal signatures of local ordinary change patterns and subsequently employ them in the detection of relevant changes. The use of this framework is demonstrated in a variety of videos with highly dynamic backgrounds including lakes, pools, and roads. Compared to existing methods reported on the same test videos, the proposed framework detects the relevant changes more accurately.
Introduction
Given a set of the same type of data, the detection of changes between two samples in the set is a problem of interest in variety of applications such as machine monitoring [25] , medical diagnosis and treatment [34] , video surveillance [10] , and remote sensing [32] . The definition of what should be considered as change is usually domain specific. Furthermore, when there is more than one type of change, the change detection problem becomes cumbersome. In this paper, our focus is on finding regions of relevant change in videos acquired in dynamic outdoor environments, where there are many changing elements (e.g., shimmering water or blowing trees) in the foreground and background that may cause false alarms.
A wide variety of algorithms such as significance testing, predictive models, and background modeling have been proposed for image change detection [28] . Several algorithms have been dedicated to background modeling for identifying foreground objects [23] . The most common approach is to build a model for illumination changes and minor variations using Gaussian mixture models [15] . These methods are usually built on pixel-based structures and work well in detecting changes that can be modeled as independent events. However, they are unable to model complicated change patterns that may be related in space and/or time. We propose a change detection algorithm based on significance testing using spatiotemporal features. Our method shares foundations with video compression techniques [2, 22] . These methods employ only a single model for the entire image due to the Figure 1 : Our algorithm consists of three main blocks. First, given a video containing only ordinary changes, we are interested in finding representations where the spatiotemporal features of the ordinary changes can be captured. Then, we use the training examples to extract spatiotemporal signatures of the ordinary change patterns. Finally, we estimate the existence of the relevant change in given test input by interpolating from the training samples.
constraints imposed by the quantization and coding steps. Another related approach is to detect changes by analyzing the video directly in the compressed domain [8, 35] . However, these methods operate on previously quantized transformed values depending on the transformation methods. Its accuracy depends on the specific parameters of the compression settings. A common drawback of previous methods is the fact that the reported results are usually obtained on a few self-acquired videos, where the backgrounds have limited alterations [13, 18, 21] . Change detection in the presence of highly dynamic background elements is still a challenging problem, and no current methods have shown to be effective.
In this paper, we propose a framework ( Fig. 1 ) that can be used for detecting relevant changes in videos with highly dynamic scenes, where the background has several altering elements. In such scenarios, there are almost always changes in the scene. To establish a clear distinction between what is relevant change and what is not, we first categorize the change into two main classes; namely, ordinary change and relevant change. Changes are considered as irrelevant if they are recurrent elements and changes pertaining to the dynamic background of the scene. On the other hand, an alteration that does not conform to the expected pattern of ordinary change is defined as the relevant change. We need to distinguish ordinary changes from relevant changes in order to avoid false alarms. Pixels, which belong to regions of the ordinary change, are typically correlated in space and/or time among a set of consecutive frames. This correlation stems from the repetitive nature of ordinary change patterns and induces spatiotemporal signatures [31, 33] , which are specific to the ordinary change patterns. We propose that one can make use of the spatiotemporal signatures to discriminate ordinary changes from relevant changes. The image pixel space is usually not considered suitable for capturing spatiotemporal features. Instead, if we can transform a set of frames containing ordinary changes to another representation space where the pixels are decorrelated, we can capture spatiotemporal signatures. This will allow us to learn within the framework to recognize ordinary change patterns. Then, when a change unrelated to ordinary change patterns occurs, the framework can label it as a relevant change. Due to the amount of the data in video processing, a chosen transform should be fast and simple to implement such as linear transforms [29] . Orthogonal linear transforms redistribute the energy stored in the input data, decorrelate it, and provide compact representations [5] . Accordingly, we propose to use orthogonal linear transforms to exploit spatiotemporal signatures of local ordinary change patterns. Prediction of the optimal orthogonal linear transforms for different ordinary changes patterns is not a trivial process. In terms of energy compaction, Karhunen-Lo'eve transform (KLT) has the best efficiency; however, KLT has high computational complexity [29] . Instead, we propose to estimate a suitable transform for a local ordinary change pattern from a collection of linear transformations having complementary orthogonal basis vectors. Our approach is built up on a data decomposition model generating local three dimensional blocks. Therefore, the estimated change mask may suggest if there is a relevant change within the block, but we need to examine each frame region in the block to obtain individual pixels belonging to the regions of change in each frame. This may cause blocking artifacts. In order to compensate for these artifacts, we apply Markov random field regularization [17] . To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, experiments are performed using the test videos with highly dynamic backgrounds provided by ChangeDetection.net [9] . The quantitative comparison of the detection results from the proposed framework to other methods demonstrates improved accuracy.
Change Detection Framework
The proposed framework employs spatiotemporal features to detect the relevant changes. This requires three dimensional block-based processing and extends the change detection problem from comparing two regions to comparing two sets of consecutive regions.
Spatiotemporal Correlation Analysis
Ordinary change regions are typically correlated in space and/or time among consecutive frames. This correlation induces spatiotemporal signatures specific to ordinary change patterns. Our goal is to find representation spaces that we can capture spatiotemporal signatures.
Data Decomposition
The data decomposition is needed to divide a frame sequence into subblocks such that local spatiotemporal signatures can be extracted. Let V denote a sequence of frames, with V = {F 1 , . . . , F t , F t+1 , . . . , F T }. Let V o be a subset of V, including the frames F τ for τ = 1, . . . ,t. We are given that the subset V o contains only ordinary changes. This is a reasonable assumption for the change detection problem, where two states of an entity are under investigation. The rest of V may contain ordinary changes, relevant changes, or both. Following the same approach in data compression techniques [29] , we divide every frame into regions of 8 by 8 pixels in order to improve the localized correlation. Then, 8 consecutive frames are grouped to form a stack as shown in Fig. 2 . Let § denote the set of stacks, with § = {S k } K k=1 , where K = t/8. Every stack is composed of 8 × 8 × 8 blocks called as cubes ( Fig. 2 (b) ). Cubes in the stack S k are denoted as c k i j where i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J, I, and J are the number of the cubes in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. After the decomposition, a set of t frames turns into a set of K stacks, each of which contains I * J cubes. We anticipate that spatiotemporal signature of each cube in a stack may be unique. We perform a further grouping for corresponding cubes. Cubes in different stacks are defined as corresponding cubes if u = p and v = r for c pr , where κ 1 = κ 2 . We collect corresponding cubes in sets denoted by C i j for each i and j as shown in the example in Fig. 2 (c) . Namely, the set V o becomes an I × J grid of corresponding cube sets. Each C i j is considered as a summary of ordinary change patterns in that local region. We expect the cubes in a corresponding cube set to share similar spatiotemporal signatures. We now need to estimate a suitable transform for each corresponding cube set to exploit the spatiotemporal signatures. K is the total number of the stacks. In (c), we present corresponding cube sets. A corresponding cube set is composed of corresponding cubes in the different stacks (e.g.,
We expect the cubes in a corresponding cube set to share similar spatiotemporal signatures.
Base Transforms
Let us define an I × J matrix T of transforms. An element T i j of T represents the transform that is suitable for C i j . A suitable transform is defined as the one, where transformed values are independent of one another and the energy is compacted on a few transformed values regardless of their relative locations. Estimating T is not a straightforward procedure. Orthogonal linear transforms redistribute the energy stored in the input and provide compact representations. Therefore, we employ three orthogonal linear transforms as the base transforms: i) discrete cosine transform (DCT) [3] , ii) Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) [4] , and iii) Slant transform (ST) [26] . DCT, WHT, and ST are used together because they have complementary basis vectors that enable the framework to capture different types of ordinary change patterns. DCT is a sinusoidal transform that is widely used in applications requiring compact representations [2, 19] . WHT is a non-sinusoidal transform having basis vectors that are rectangular or square waves; therefore, it can represent patterns with sharp discontinuities more accurately using fewer values than DCT. ST has been successfully applied to image coding applications [7, 27] . The basis vectors of ST are derived from sawtooth waveforms and considered as a good complement to WHT [1] . Depending on the ordinary change patterns in each set, elements of T are assigned to one of these three base transforms.
Adaptive Transform Estimation for the Ordinary Change Patterns
We call a transform compact if the energy of transformed values does not uniformly scatter in the representation space. Let D be a set of N real valued numbers, with
Our goal is to estimate the most suitable transform available for D from the collection of base transforms. In our setting, D refers to a cube in a corresponding cube set. Out of the base transforms provided, the most suitable transform for D is the one having transformed values where the energy is least scattered. Let Ω denote the set of transformed values of D, with Ω = {ω 1 , . . . , ω N }. Let E be the total energy stored in Ω, with E = ∑ ω i ∈Ω ω 2 i . In terms of energy scattering, the worst case is a uniformly distributed energy across the transformed values. For such a case, ω 2 i = E N for each i. Let us normalize Ω based on the energy stored in each transformed value so that E is going to be 1, and accordingly ω 2 i , ω i ∈ Ω will be 1 N . We can use this extreme case to define a coefficient that describes how compact the energy in Ω would be. Let ξ s denote the compactness coefficient andῺ denote the set of normalized transformed values, withῺ = {ὼ 1 , . . . ,ὼ N }. We define ξ s as follows:
If a transform can compact all the energy of the input in one single transformed value, the transform can be considered as the most suitable one for the input. In such a case, only one element ofῺ will be 1, while the rest is zero. Accordingly, the value of ξ s would be 1 −
i j in C i j . Then, the transform having the largest compactness coefficient value is considered as the most suitable for c k i j . This results in K transforms for C i j . Then, the transform that is the most common amongst estimated K transforms is assigned to T i j .
Feature Extraction
Let us call the transformed values as transform coefficients. With a suitable transform, majority of the coefficients tend to have small values. Our goal is to find a significant subset of transform coefficients for each corresponding cube set. A significant subset should contain a small number of coefficients that contribute to the most of the energy.
Significant Transform Coefficients
Several studies using orthogonal transforms assume that the same set of transform coefficients can be neglected for all types of data [16, 30] . The accuracy of this assumption relies on the properties of the input, and it may cause loss of distinctive features. Instead, we propose to estimate a significant subset based on the energy of each coefficient throughout the cube set. Let Ω k i j be the set of transform coefficients of a cube c k i j in C i j , with
, where N would be 2 9 for a 8 × 8 × 8 cube. We first compute Ω k i j for all the cubes k = 1, . . . , K. Second, transform coefficients in every cube are normalized to carry the unit energy, and we store them in the setῺ k i j = {ὼ Finally, we use an iterative forward selection algorithm [6] to form one significant subset for each corresponding cube set. We start with no coefficients and add them one by one based on ς s i j values, at each step adding the one that stores the most energy, until any further addition does not increase the total energy in the subset or increases it only slightly. This generates a significant subset
,where L << N. Elements of C i j represent coordinates of the coefficients.
Statistical Features
The advantage of using statistical features compared to strategies assuming a priori parametric distribution is that we can distinguish fluctuations due to the fact that the assumed model may not be valid over the whole input space. A corresponding cube set C i j is specified by the estimated base transform T i j ∈ T and the significant subset C i j . Let us define a function L(l, k) that maps coordinates in C i j to actual coefficient values in the cubes of
One should note that the distribution of each significant coefficient may be different, and the estimation of each unique distribution is not a trivial process. Instead, we construct a maximum likelihood model by interpolating from the training instances. Let M be a I × J matrix of the number of significant coefficients, with M = {m i j } I,J i=1, j=1 . m i j is the number of significant coefficients in the significant subset C i j for the corresponding cube set C i j . Letũ denote a vector parameter called unbiased mean. u k i j ∈ R m i j is defined for the cube k in C i j . An elementũ k,l i j ofũ k i j is calculated as follows:
We computeũ k,l i j for l = 1, . . . , m i j . We represent each cube in C i j using values of the coefficients in the significant subset. Let C k i j be a m i j -dimensional vector of significant coefficient values for the cube c k i j . We define a deviation vector d k i j ∈ R m i j , which describes the deviation of C k i j from its unbiased meanũ k i j as follows:
We calculate standard deviation σ k i j and mean µ k i j of the elements of d k i j . Values of C k i j , d k i j , σ k i j , and µ k i j for k = 1, . . . , K will be used to construct a maximum likelihood model for the relevant change detection.
Relevant Change Detection
Let us recall the given frame set V = {F 1 , . . . , F t , F t+1 , . . . , F T }. We used the subset V o = {F 1 , . . . , F t } to estimate spatiotemporal signatures of the ordinary change patterns. We will analyze the changes in the rest of the frames. Let us assume that we initially process the first 8 frames {F t+1 , . . . , F t+8 }. As described in the Sec. 2.1.1, we group them to form the stack S test and and decompose the stack into the cubes c test i j . We compute the transform coefficients of c test i j using the base transform T i j ∈ T estimated for the corresponding cube set C i j . The significant subset C i j and m i j ∈ M are used along with the mapping function L(l, k) to construct a m i j −dimensional descriptor C test i j for each i and j. We then compute the deviation of C test i j from the training samples . Let X and Y be two random variables with means µ X , µ Y , standard deviations σ X , σ Y , and correlation coefficient ρ XY . The bivariate inequality of Lal [14] is given by
where
around µ Y for the random variables X and Y . We propose that if X and Y are dependent events, we expect P XY to be large for the same interval
We can use the value of P XY to estimate the likelihood of X and Y to be independent random events. In our change detection setting, if d . Using Eq. 4, we can compute a joint probability P k XY for training stack k. Because Eq. 3 provides a lower bound but not the actual probability, we can compute P XY for all training samples by
Change Detection at Pixel Resolution
When a change having spatiotemporal signature different from ordinary change patterns is detected in a cube, the proposed method suggests that there may be relevant change within the regions comprising the cube. At the frame level, this corresponds to a two-dimensional projection of spatiotemporal changes within the stack of 8 consecutive frames (Fig. 3 (b) ). This summary image is called binary change mask, where 1 and 0 indicate the relevant and ordinary change, respectively. We use the change mask to analyze the mid-frames in the stack to avoid large blocking artifacts. For pixel-based detection, we apply the two dimensional version of the estimated base transform within a window around pixels having the value of 1 in the change mask and follow the same approach explained above. The blockbased nature of our approach may cause noise at the pixel level. To overcome this limitation, the resulting change mask is assumed to be a Markov random field. Each pixel is labeled as either relevant change or ordinary change based on the probability maximization achieved by the Markov Random Field regularization [24] . We repeat the process by sliding the frame stack in order to evaluate all frames.
Experiments
We obtained 6 test videos from the dynamic background category on ChangeDetection.net [9] . Videos contain scenes with highly varying elements in the background such as shimmering water, fountains, and blowing trees. The dataset includes a comprehensive set of annotated ground truth change areas to enable a precise quantitative evaluation. Videos are are named as boats, canoe, f all, f ountain01, f ountaion02, and overpass (Fig 3 (a)-(f) ).
Base Transform Estimation
The proposed method requires the estimation of suitable base transform for different types of ordinary change patterns. In Table 1 , we present the ratio of regions modeled by different base transforms. The type of the estimated base transform can also be a good descriptor for In (h), we present the binary change mask for the 8 consecutive frames in (g). The change mask is a two-dimensional projection of spatiotemporal changes in these 8 frames. In (i), (j), and (k), we present input F boats 2000 , relevant changes detected, and the ground truth. The gray levels in (k) are 0:ordinary change, 255:relevant change, 85:outside region of interest, and 170:unknown motion [9] . Our goal is to detect pixels labeled as relevant change. the scene content. For example, DCT is known to have strong energy compaction property when applied to natural images [29] . In the videos f ountain01 and f ountain02, there is a notable decrease in the overall use of DCT. This is because of the fountains that jet water into the air, causing artificial ordinary change patterns. This result stresses the importance of employing different base transformations with complementary basis vectors.
Quantitative Evaluation of the Relevant Change Detection
A precise validation of a change detection method requires ground truth at pixel resolution. Let p rc denote a pixel in a region of relevant change, and let p oc denote a pixel in a region of ordinary change. If a change detection method labels p rc correctly, this case is called true positive (TP), and false negative (FN), otherwise. If a change detection method labels p oc as ordinary change, this case is called true negative (TN), and false positive (FP), otherwise. For the entire test set, a joint probability value P XY less than 0.33 is considered as an evidence that there is a relevant change. Table 2 shows change detection results at the pixel level. ChangeDetection.net uses seven metrics to rank different change detection methods. Let us here present the two of the metrics, Recall (Re) and Precision (Pr), to compare our method to the other methods under the dynamic background category. The details of all the metrics and the ranking are presented in [9] . Re and Pr are given by: Re = T P T P+FN and Pr = T P T P+FP . We present the comparison of our method to the three methods having the highest ranking for the dynamic background category on ChangeDetection.net in Table 3 . 
Conclusion
We have presented a method for the detection of relevant changes in videos with highly varying elements in the scene background. In dynamic backgrounds, the distinction of relevant changes from ordinary changes requires exploiting spatial and temporal relationships. We used orthogonal linear transforms to capture spatiotemporal signatures of the local ordinary change patterns. Then, the framework employs these signatures in the detection of relevant changes. The major limitation of our method is that estimating base transforms requires a set of frames without relevant changes. This a common issue for data-driven approaches. Another limitation arises from cube-based computations, which may cause blocking artifacts. Compared to other methods demonstrated on the same test videos, our method shows significant improvement in change detection results.
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